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Optimal investment portfolio allocation needs to be determined when constructing an 

investment portfolio. It is beneficial for an investor to determine an optimal allocation to 

which the capital is invested. This Master’s thesis uses simulation methods with historically 

derived statistical distributions to find optimal asset allocation for an investment project with 

a long time horizon. An optimal strategy is sought to give helpful knowledge to an individual 

investor who wants to construct a retirement savings portfolio with maximal returns.  

The assets included in this research contain only index funds and mostly known debt 

instruments. The main focus is to optimise the investment portfolio asset allocation with 

already well-diversified assets and determine which ones are the most beneficial in the long 

run. This Master’s thesis is a single case study with data simulation based on the assumption 

that historical returns would reflect the future developments. An optimisation tool precisely 

built for this purpose evaluates the simulated returns of different asset classes compared to 

each other and creates a hypothetical investment portfolio allocation between the assets. 

Research findings illustrate that the investment portfolio should be constructed mainly with 

risky assets, such as stock indexes and real estate funds. 
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Optimaalisen allokaation löytäminen on merkittävää, kun rakennetaan sijoitussalkkua. 

Sijoittajan on syytä ymmärtää, mihin omaisuusluokkiin pääomaa sijoitetaan sijoitussalkun 

sisällä. Tämän Pro Gradu -tutkimuksen tavoitteena on löytää optimaalinen allokaatio 

sijoituksille käytettäessä simulaatiomallia, joka analysoi tilastollisen jakauman 

historiallisista tuotoista maailmanlaajuisesti eri omaisuusluokista. Tutkimuksen pääosassa 

on pitkäjänteinen, vuosikymmeniä kestävä sijoitusprojekti, jonka tarkoituksena on luoda 

esimerkki järkevästä sijoittamisesta eläkesäästämisen muodossa tuotot maksimoiden.  

Omaisuusluokat, joita tässä Pro Gradu -tutkimuksessa käytetään, ovat indeksirahastoja sekä 

maailman tunnetuimpia velkainstrumentteja. Tässä työssä käsitellään sijoittamisen ja 

salkunhoidon teoriaa, ja jonka empiirinen osuus on laadullinen tapaustutkimus, jossa on 

luotu simulaatiomalli pohjautuen historiallisiin tuottoihin eri omaisuusluokissa ja olettaen 

että historialliset tuotot kuvastavat tulevaisuuden tuottoja. Mallin hyödyntämiseen on luotu 

erityinen työkalu, joka pystyy sijoittajan preferenssien mukaisesti valitsemaan simuloitujen 

tuottojen kattavuuden sekä vallitsevat reunaehdot salkun osalta. Työkalu rakentaa 

hypoteettisen optimoidun sijoitussalkun omaisuusluokkien allokaation. Tutkimuksen 

päätulokset osoittavat, että pitkällä aikavälillä salkun tulisi koostua lähinnä riskialttiista 

omaisuusluokista, kuten osake- ja kiinteistörahastoista. 
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1. Introduction 

Pension savings are money or other assets that an individual has set aside to finance her costs 

after retiring from a working career. This research focuses on managing investment assets 

in a long-term investing process to find an optimal strategy to gather pension savings using 

suitable investment inputs from investors’ income. It is beneficial for all individuals to know 

their financial wellness and make their monetary situation as good as possible with a 

perspective that includes upcoming decades or whole lifetimes in the planning process. In 

this study, the spotlight lies in the Finnish context; the pension saving project is planned to 

explore optimal investment strategy with Finnish legislation, taxation, and the pension 

system. The topic is crucial today since the Finnish dependency ratio is getting worse 

(Finnish Centre for Pensions, 2022), which means that there will be more older people 

compared to working-aged people in the future. It can indeed affect our nation’s capability 

to finance its pensioners in a manner that Finns were used to. This study aims to find an easy, 

intelligent and profitable approach to investing capital in the long-term, including an analysis 

of suitable risk levels. 

The primary outcomes of studies from the same area seem to underline the reasoning that 

within long-term investment projects, the portfolio asset allocation shall contain only so-

called risky assets – stocks mainly. When the time horizon considers decades, there is no 

reason to invest in bonds or bills. The probability of losing returns compared to stocks is 

significantly higher than that of losing with equity portfolio returns than portfolios including 

bonds or accounts (Schleef & Eisinger, 2007) and (Hanna & Grable, 1997) have discussed. 

On top of that, the capital could also be allocated to small stocks compared to large stocks, 

as Schleef (2007) and Hanna (1997) have shown. The long-term project can be a rational 

choice to maintain a simple investment strategy. With a long time horizon, the compound 

interest tends to work by itself, and while using a simple method, the investor can avoid the 

investment costs rather widely.  

Several studies are observing in this area, yet it has not been common to evaluate the pros 

and cons of allocating the portfolio to stocks of various geographical regions. Frequently 

this type of literature tends to focus on the US financial markets. This research targets to find 

an optimal geographical investment strategy as well. For instance, stocks of European and 
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developing markets are taken into discussion. On top of the geographical factors, the written 

repertoire relatively often seeks complex methods for simple problems in financial markets. 

For instance, (Consiglio et al., 2007) built a sophisticated General Algebraic Modeling 

System model to analyse whether their scenario optimisation portfolios are better than 

traditional mean-variance portfolios. Unlike Consiglio et al. (2007), this study tries to find a 

more straightforward solution to a relatively simple problem. 

 

1.1. Motivation and Background 

Every individual can benefit from exploring the ways to offer living when old. Yearly or 

monthly inputs will be distributed optimally yearly, monthly, or any other periods that turn 

out to be most effective. Allocation of capital to asset classes and periodical dispersion will 

be determined by a data tool that simulates the optimal options by considering the 

probabilities by which the investor requires profit concerning the amount of risk. A 

retirement investment portfolio gives a person an opportunity to construct a small enterprise 

that she operates. That is an area that can be useful for everyone.  

There are multiple arguments when observing more precise personal reasoning to research 

this field and build the mentioned type of investment portfolio. Earning money is naturally 

a motivator – one can live on monthly salaries, yet investing is an opportunity if one desires 

to acquire wealth more than that. Constructing an investment portfolio can be compared to 

running a small business. An entrepreneurial mindset is usually required from individuals 

working hard and successfully for their companies. It could be described that it does not feel 

like working when putting time and effort into an own business. In addition, the pension 

system in Finland today seems to be widely unbalanced – the number of pensioners is rapidly 

increasing (Tilastokeskus, 2021), and the general retirement age is expected to rise. It is hard 

to see that public pensions will grow in the future at the same pace as the standard of living. 

Therefore, it could be a rational decision to take care of the pension savings. Of course, 

banks offer target savings services, yet it could be more effective if individuals do the whole 

investment process. 

On top of the discussed possibilities and circumstances of retirement savings, the Finnish 

pension system contains several areas which do not fully work rationally. The pension fees 
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are relatively high per employee (25% of the wage in total, considering the expenses of both 

employee and employer). The returns of Finnish pension companies are relatively low 

compared to several comparison countries. There are heavy regulations that limit the 

operations of pension companies, and there are possible conflicts of interest within the 

boards of pension companies. The field is not a topic in this research. However, it brings 

motivation to cultivate and examine the area of personal financial management to produce a 

retirement savings portfolio by investing. 

As (Financial Analysts Journal, 1999) has discussed, the main breakthroughs were achieved 

during the mid-1900th century when observing portfolio construction. Harry M. Markowitz 

introduced a modern portfolio theory in 1952 which is still a widely utilised theory when 

evaluating portfolios and their returns. All the primary constraints of portfolio structure were 

already included in studies of those times. Efficient and inefficient portfolios could be 

assessed, and there were all the basic methods, such as mean, variance, covariance, et cetera, 

in use. William F. Sharpe defined Sharpe Ratio in 1966, which measures the performance of 

a portfolio compared to a risk-free asset.  

In this research, certain widely known asset classes have been analysed by their historical 

annual rate of return. Hypothetical portfolios are constructed according to the nature of the 

behaviour of the selected asset classes. The focus is on asset allocation – how many per cent 

of the capital shall be invested in a particular asset class. All the asset classes are such that 

investing in those does not require professional financial analysis skills – the performance 

evaluation is based on the expected annual rates of return in the long run. Relatively risky 

portfolios are preferred since the time horizon is rather long. There will be returns evaluated 

from 1970, and the purpose of this research is to keep investing with a similar pattern for 

decades. All the asset classes are relatively stable themselves – diversification would be 

widely presented even if all the capital would be invested in only one of the asset classes in 

this study. The investment strategy is based on the investing circumstances present in 

Finland in 2022 – an individual is able to invest in indexes (which automatically invest the 

returns to themselves) which are the main focus of this research. In other words, the investor 

can keep investing monthly, and the taxes will be paid only at the time when the investment 

portfolio or parts of it will be cashed out. There are no taxational or liquidity restrictions 

taken into account. The investor only invests a specific monthly capital in predicted optimal 
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asset classes. The investment strategy will contain data analysis that suggests the asset 

allocation weights. 

On top of the data analysis model, there will be discussion and reasoning that some asset 

classes should be avoided even if the asset allocation tool suggests investing in those. 

Investing tends to contain some fees, and suggestive costs per investing in different asset 

classes have been considered. The costs can, of course, vary, yet the estimates give some 

basic understanding of how a high percentage of the returns could be charged. That certainly 

directly affects the actual returns that may be gained from an investment. 

 

 

1.2. Objective and methodology 

This research aims to construct an asset allocation tool utilising mathematical portfolio 

optimisation formulas used in strategic and tactical asset allocation approaches when 

building portfolios. It is desired to determine which types of asset classes are the most 

favourable for an investor in the long-term pension savings-investment process. To reach a 

beneficial outcome in this thesis, the following research question is shaped: 

 

How to create a suitable portfolio model with an asset allocation tool that allows the 

investor to choose proper boundary conditions for an investment portfolio with a lifetime 

of decades that also contains convenient risk and return level probabilities for an investor? 

 

The following sub-questions can accompany the research question: 

1) To which assets should an investor invest with a long-term investment project? 

2) How to evaluate optimal asset allocation? 

3) How to follow the portfolio performance and modify asset allocation? 

This research is branched into two main sections with the target described above. The first 

one focuses on earlier research in the field of portfolio construction with various 

perspectives, and the core of the second one attends to describing the empirical case study 
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in which the theoretics of the first section is exercised for building a portfolio asset allocation 

tool for an individual investor. 

 

1.3. Thesis structure 

The following sections will cover the different aspects of the research. After this introductive 

first part, the theoretical background takes place. The academic section will discuss all 

critical theories and formulas that affect the portfolio construction process. When theoretics 

is concerned, it is relevant to take a more profound observation on the literature that has been 

executed around this topic. The data and methodology of this research construct the fourth 

section, in which the data and simulation methods are covered. Results of simulation are 

measured and assessed after the data and methodology. Eventually, the last section considers 

the conclusions of this research and discusses the usage possibilities of the results for an 

investor. In addition, there will be references and appendixes after the literature sections.  
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2. Theoretical Background 

The whole project is a target savings process – it can be stopped when a specific value of the 

portfolio is reached or when a particular time limit is reached. When observing the actual 

situation, at the “end” of the project, the portfolio may contain less risky assets, and parts of 

assets could be turned into cash or so when a certain age is reached. The theoretical part will 

discuss historical perspectives of portfolio construction, the essential theories and formulas 

for building investment portfolios, and the main strategies for selecting applicable assets for 

the portfolio. 

 

2.1. Historical Framework 

As the prominent in this research is a long time horizon, it is beneficial to understand the 

history of the investment portfolios. The history of modern markets and investments – 

therefore asset management – started in Great Britain around 1700. Banks, insurance 

companies and operations of armies were constructing the demand for business-related 

portfolio management. One of the insurance companies was Royal Exchange Assurance, and 

they were offering insurance, yet they also had an investment policy for the longer term. 

Their portfolio was slightly over £350,000 in 1734 (over £50 million in 2015 as inflation-

adjusted value). 
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Table 1. Royal Exchange Assurance Asset Allocation 1734 - 1900 

 

 

Table 1 presents the different asset allocations of British company Royal Exchange 

Assurance from the mid-18th century to the 20th century. This table shows the development 

of the company’s asset allocation for over 150 years. Bonds and other types of loans 

constructed the most significant weight throughout the observation period. It can be seen 

that the asset allocation strategy within this portfolio was operated in relatively early times 

of portfolio management history. For instance, real estate properties were not included until 

the year 1900.  The insurance companies started to put more and more effort into investment 

activities from the beginning of the 20th century. The United Kingdom was the main centre 

of financial market development. The modern era in financial markets started somewhere 

during the 19th century due to the industrial revolution. The first stock market crash was 

already in 1825 in the UK. The banking system malfunctioned, and legislative reform for 

the design was needed. During the early times of investment portfolios, multiple parties 

made good profits with different allocations in their portfolios. A mutual factor for all of 

them seems to be a buy-and-hold strategy – in which the same investments are held for a 

long time. (Morecroft, 2017, 13-32)  
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2.2. Portfolio Basics, Management & Objectives  

The fundamental rationale for building a portfolio is to minimise risk and maximise return. 

The assets are gathered into a portfolio – from which the owner can convert assets into cash 

now or in the future. Ultimately, the degree of risk is based on the time horizon – with a 

longer horizon, it is rather riskless to invest even in riskier assets. The portfolio will enjoy a 

net cash inflow or will be subject to cash withdrawals, or both mentioned can be involved in 

different chapters of the lifetime of a portfolio. Generally, portfolio objectives are based on 

the ambitions for current income, growth in current income, appreciation of capital and 

preservation of capital. A portfolio strategy will define the detailed ways to reach the target. 

(Baker & Filbeck, 2013) 

On top of taking care of desired return and risk levels, other constraints will affect portfolio 

management. Firstly, the investor’s resources have a significant role during the life of a 

portfolio. Some investment strategies or pure investments may require millions of dollars – 

for instance, hedging or investments in larger real estate projects. When planning an 

investment strategy, there need to be minimum and maximum limits when observing 

resources that can be used. This research does analyse investing as a monthly savings 

activity. The resulting asset allocation suggestion in this experiment will suit everyone, not 

depending on the monthly assets available for an investor. 

“Portfolio Management concerns the construction and maintenance of a collection of 

investments. Portfolio management primarily involves reducing risk rather than increasing 

return. Return is important, though, and the ultimate objective of the portfolio manager is to 

achieve a chosen level of return by incurring the least possible risk” (Hiriyappa, 2008, 191-

197). When building an investment portfolio, only two factors need to be determined. How 

significant returns are required and how large risk levels are suitable. In addition, there is a 

basic understanding that the higher risks, the higher returns are - consequently, it is enough 

to determine only one of them, and the other one is already sort of included. The basic idea 

of building an investment portfolio is to get the same expected returns as with two or more 

single stocks or other assets, yet to reduce risk levels by diversification. 

Arithmetic return is measured by periodical terms – the sum of end-of-period price and any 

end-of-period cash flow is divided by beginning-of-period price, minus one. Within the 
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research scenario on hand, there will only be indexes that are operated with, and therefore, 

the gathering of returns is relatively simple. There are no cash flows or other inputs that 

would affect the calculation of returns except the index price at the beginning and end of a 

specific time. While the fundamental research is based on portfolio management and 

portfolio returns, the critical factor is to compute the weighted sum of the returns of different 

component assets within the portfolio. The weights of the assets construct the proportion, 

which has a total value of one. When the weights per asset are multiplied by the returns of 

the assets, the portfolio return is computed. All the returns in this experiment are measured 

annually since the idea is to cultivate investing with a very long time horizon. Returns can 

naturally be measured in different frequencies, and in fact, it is possible to follow returns in 

terms of hours if desired. (Brentani, 2004) 

When evaluating different types of risks in portfolio management, the two primary classes 

are unsystematic and systematic risks. Systematic risk is an effect of general market 

fluctuations, and it is universally non-diversifiable – all the portfolio assets are under the 

same market-related risk. On a few occasions, changes in interest rates, movements in 

inflation rates, shifts in tax rates, or other economic states may cause a systematic risk. The 

other primary risk type – unsystematic risk – is concurrent with a specific asset and, 

therefore, may be eschewed by proper diversification. Typical changes in unsystematic risk 

occur when particular companies or other economic directions face variation in profitability 

margins, demand or other areas that may produce an unsystematic risk to an asset. 

This research contains only systematic portfolio risk since the possible outcomes of the 

portfolio asset allocation analysis will only contain indexes in which investment activities 

are focused. Therefore, avoiding unsystematic risk already takes place within the portfolio 

in any case. Naturally, it is possible and probable that certain areas, such as all European 

stocks, face worse periods on the road of the investment process. Yet, the diversification is 

handled well when observing all the asset classes in this research. Also, timely 

diversification occurs, and a patient portfolio strategy should prevent any issues related to 

more extensive economic turmoil situations – of course, assuming that the investor has 

enough understanding not to turn the whole portfolio into cash at the ultimate rock bottom 

of the economic recession. (Brentani, 2004) 

When observing more precise and sophisticated levels of risk types that constitute total 

portfolio risk, (Meissner et al., 2021) has discussed five risk classes that are present today: 
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Firstly, “Market risk is the risk of price or rate change, which may be quantified by the 

degree of portfolio volatility, or its extensions VaR (value at risk) or ES (expected 

shortfall).” Secondly, “Credit risk (also termed default risk) is the risk that a counterparty 

does not meet its contractual obligations. Credit risk may be quantified by the credit spread 

or the credit rating of institutions.” Thirdly, Operational risk is a low-frequency/high-impact 

risk that is not easily forecasted. 

The mentioned ones are seen as classical risk categories that were widely noticed before the 

2008 global recession, yet after that, the industry has started to evaluate risks into two 

additional categories:  

Liquidity risk which consists of risk that is always present in the market; it can be quantified 

by trading volume or size of the bid-ask spread and funding liquidity risk that the current 

ratio may evaluate. And finally, the correlation risk, which occurs when asset return 

correlations change unfavourable manner; the basic rule is that when the asset returns are 

highly correlated – the higher is also the systematic risk within the portfolio. 

However, during the 2008 crisis, the correlations within and between the risk types increased 

significantly and constituted the main reason for the rigidity of the whole crisis. When certain 

assets started to go down, others followed, and a total collapse occurred. (Meissner et al., 

2021) 

When taking a deeper look into the basic steps of starting a portfolio investment process, it 

can be described as containing the following sections: firstly, the investor must set objectives 

– which are the main objectives? How significant returns satisfy the investor, or how large 

risks are acceptable? The constraints limiting the investment process need to be considered. 

The time horizon needs to be determined since it will favour certain asset classes over others 

when observing their use of them compared to long- or short-term strategy. After that, there 

needs to be defining policy – it is helpful to determine a policy that contains the general rules 

of investing in different assets. What is the preferred mix of assets? What are the minimum 

and maximum limits of amounts invested in certain assets? The optimal asset allocation mix 

is the basic rule utilised in portfolio management. Next, the investor needs to determine 

portfolio strategy – active or passive? Shall the portfolio be in a process that frequently tries 

to find new undervalued assets that are bought in, or shall the portfolio be more diversified, 

looking more like an index fund, therefore trying to match index returns with owning the 
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same assets for a longer time? On many occasions, the portfolio can be a mix of the 

mentioned strategies. Additionally, asset selection shall be executed – the selection of 

various assets is taking place according to the predetermined portfolio strategy. The process 

tends to be systematic and analytical measures can be used to find the optimal mix of assets. 

When finding the best performing and suitable assets, it is convenient to perform a 

comprehensive analysis. Finally, there needs to be a proper performance assessment to 

execute successful portfolio management; it is beneficial to measure the portfolio’s 

performance against predetermined benchmarks. The benchmark may be a suitable index, 

similar portfolios, or a combination of those or applicable references. The measurement shall 

be done periodically – subject to the objectives (such as the portfolio’s time horizon and 

other constraints) set. In conclusion, various internal and external changes continuously 

influence the portfolio management process. On the one hand, internal fluctuations may 

occur, for instance, when a specific company faces difficulties and the portfolio contains its 

stocks. On the other hand, external changes are present when interest rates, exchange rates, 

inflation rates or other extensive movements occur in economic circumstances. (Brentani, 

2004, 84-86) 

“Diversification is the “free lunch” of finance. It means that an investor can reduce market 

risk simply by investing in many unrelated instruments. The risk reduction is “free” because 

the expected returns are not affected. The concept is explained with the age-old saying, 

“Don’t put all your eggs in one bucket".” (Hiriyappa, 2008, 194-196) When constructing a 

portfolio, it gives an advantage when diversification is used – the asset classes invested shall 

have different characteristics. Therefore their risk and returns are not correlated, and 

particular changes in economic conditions will affect them in different ways. The wideness 

of diversification should be evaluated in investment strategy – on the other hand, too large 

diversification could mitigate portfolio performance, at least in the short term. 

When observing the most general measuring methods of investment portfolios, a couple of 

estimates are used in basically every portfolio. When measuring the performance of 

potentially well-diversified portfolios, covariance and correlation are evaluated. A perfect 

positive correlation (correlation coefficient of +1) occurs when two assets owned have 

precisely the same development of returns – when one’s return raises, the other’s return 

increases with the same percentage. Simultaneously, with a perfect negative correlation 

(correlation coefficient of -1), the other’s return decreases with the same proportion when 
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one's return rises. If there is a correlation coefficient of 0 – both securities are totally 

uncorrelated and therefore independent. Then the development of one’s return does not 

affect others’ growth. Although they may have a similar type of development, it is better to 

have uncorrelated items in a portfolio when it is desired to avoid risks. 

Covariance measures the development of returns of two assets. With positive covariance, 

the returns move together, and with negative covariance, they move inversely. The formula 

considers correlation and standard deviations of different assets within the portfolio. The 

basic principle is that risk and volatility can be reduced by uniting assets with a negative 

covariance. Covariance evaluates the direction of a relationship between two assets, while 

correlation describes the strength of the relationship. (Connor et al., 2010) 

 

𝐶𝑜𝑣𝑎𝑟𝑖𝑎𝑛𝑐𝑒 =  
∑(Return𝑋−𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑋)∗(𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛𝑌−𝐴𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑎𝑔𝑒𝑌)

(𝑆𝑎𝑚𝑝𝑙𝑒 𝑆𝑖𝑧𝑒)−1
                  (1) 

 

Time value of money is generally recognised as a core principle in finance and, therefore, in 

a modern economy. It is an understanding and a measure that gives a significant knowledge 

of the fact that a specific amount of money today is more valuable than the same amount at 

any time in the future. It is based on constant moderate inflation – the value of money 

decreases when time goes by. It encourages private persons to consume goods today and all 

economic operators to invest today compared to saving that money to be consumed or 

invested later. Latterly, the same money can buy fewer products or stocks, for instance. On 

top of the time value of money, compound interest constructs another fundamental principle 

for this sort of investment project. The compound interest accumulates the interests of the 

principal. The number of compounding periods makes a significant difference when 

observing the total value formation – with compound interest and a long time horizon, and 

the investment process tends to be “surprisingly” successful. 

Modern Portfolio Theory (MPT) is a primary method when evaluating and building 

diversified portfolios. The most significant assumption of MPT is that investors are risk-

averse – it is a general understanding of investors using portfolios – if there is no desire to 

avoid risks, the investor could simply invest in stocks with the highest expected returns. The 

theory explores how the risk-averse investor builds portfolios to optimise returns per given 
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unit of risk. The benefits of diversification are strongly present, and by uniting variables with 

convenient ratios – in theory, there can be found an efficient frontier for every portfolio. 

Each portfolio on the efficient frontier results in the maximum possible expected return for 

a certain level of risk. 

”Portfolio theory is based on four behavioural assumptions: All investors visualise each 

investment opportunity as being represented by a probability distribution of returns 

measured over the same planning horizon. Investors’ risk estimates are proportional to the 

variability of the returns as measured by the standard deviation, or equivalently, the variance 

of returns. Investors are willing to base their decisions on only the expected return and risk 

statistics. Stated differently, whatever happiness an investor gets from an investment can be 

explained entirely by the standard deviation or expected return. For any given level of risk, 

investors prefer higher returns to lower returns. Conversely, for any given rate of return, 

investors prefer less risk over more risk. In other words, all investors are risk-averse rate of 

return maximisers.” (Francis & Kim, 2013 3-5) 

Sharpe ratio is a rather widely known and accepted measurement of a specific portfolio’s 

historical development or, at the same time, an estimate of the portfolio’s future 

performance. The idea of this ratio is to give investors an understanding of the return of an 

investment compared to its riskiness. The ratio itself shall only be evaluated in contrast to 

the ratio of portfolios with comparable nature. Sharpe ratio indeed is not perfect – yet it is 

perhaps the most widely known ratio for this purpose in portfolio analysis. For instance, it 

assumes that the investment returns are normally distributed. The actual computation is done 

by subtracting the risk-free rate from the return of the portfolio and then dividing the result 

by the standard deviation of the portfolio’s excess return: 

 

𝑆ℎ𝑎𝑟𝑝𝑒 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑖𝑜 =  
[𝑅𝑝− 𝑅𝑓]

[𝜎𝑝]
                                                  (2) 

 

The higher the ratio is, the better the portfolio's risk-adjusted performance is. When the 

risk-free rate is subtracted from the average return, the investor can more conveniently 

isolate the additional returns associated with risk-taking activities within the portfolio 

performance. Sharpe ratio is acting according to modern portfolio theory, and it gives 
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numerical evidence to the principle that; by adding assets to a diversified portfolio with 

low correlations, the additional assets can decrease portfolio risk without sacrificing return. 

When diversification is added to the portfolio, the Sharpe ratio should increase compared 

to similar portfolios without adding diversification. This is the case if the investor accepts 

the assumption of risk being equal to volatility – this may not be applied to all kinds of 

investments. (Lo, 2002, 36-37) 

 

2.3. Portfolio Asset Selection 

While it could be convenient to utilise predetermined asset allocation to keep the investment 

project straightforward, selecting portfolio pieces is an essential phase in the process. 

Various alternatives can be included in an investment portfolio. All the individual stocks, 

bonds, real estate, and other instruments of financial markets could be bought in the portfolio 

in principle. Diversification is the key factor when constructing a portfolio. Therefore, all 

the different variables that are included in the portfolio should be evaluated against each 

other to build a picture if there is a  well-diversified portfolio. Various approaches can be 

utilised to choose suitable assets for the portfolio, but they all share the same target to reduce 

risk without sacrificing the returns. For instance, (Rahiminezhad et al., 2020) have 

researched the main criteria, factor determinants and other measurements that affect stock 

selection in portfolio construction: 
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Figure 1. Portfolio Selection Flow (Rahiminezhad et al., 2020) 

 

As the figure above shows, multiple factors can influence optimal portfolio content. If the 

portfolio is built of stocks, their profitability, growth (potential), market conditions, and 

different risk measures determine which stocks shall be included and could derive expected 

results in the portfolio with each other. The mentioned criteria contain sub-criteria, which 

may have alternatives; analysis of the stocks can be done very deeply if desired. 

(Rahiminezhad et al., 2020) 

The investor shall decide if the portfolio management will be active or passive. When 

utilising passive fund management in portfolio strategy, the idea is to hold assets for an 

extended period – usually, several years can be evaluated as an extended period. This 

strategy does not require outperforming an index or frequently trying to seek undervalued 

assets. For instance, investing in indexes is a passive fund management tactic. The more 

diversified the passive portfolio is, the more similar development it experiences to the index. 

Active fund management occurs when the investor constantly tries to make decisions and 

collect information concerning the current assets or possible new products in the portfolio. 

The purpose is to obtain better portfolio performance all the time.  
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Investor needs personal capability and judgment when measuring and selecting under-valued 

assets. On many occasions, investors are using both passive and active fund management 

strategies in portfolio management – on the one hand, a certain proportion of portfolio 

principal may be allocated to well-diversified funds, such as ETFs, in order to avoid risk and 

to get returns close to the index. On the other hand, another proportion of the principal may 

be allocated in specific more-riskier stocks that the investor undervalues. 

“Portfolio management is an ongoing process of constructing portfolios that balances an 

investor’s objectives with the portfolio manager’s expectations about the future. This 

dynamic process provides the payoff for investors.” (Baker & Filbeck, 2013, 1). The 

principal in portfolio management is to evaluate individual assets or investments by their 

contribution to the risk and return of an investor’s portfolio rather than evaluate them as 

isolated items. Diversification works optimally when financial markets operate normally; 

while there is turmoil in the market, correlations tend to get higher, and diversification 

benefits are reduced significantly. Therefore, diversification is also a rational doctrine – 

when the time horizon is long, the harms of turmoils are reduced.  

 

Table 2. Historical performance of different portfolios in the United States from 1926 to 

2019 (Edited from Aho, 2021) 

 

 

As the table above describes, the asset allocation determines widely what type of returns the 

portfolio manager can expect with differently built portfolios. While the capital is invested 
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purely into stocks, the annual average return has been 10.2% for almost a hundred years in 

the financial markets of the United States. On the other hand, the investor who has invested 

only in bonds has received only a 6% annual average return. The bonds may have been lower 

risk items within a smaller time horizon, yet on a large scale, the bond investor has lost a lot 

of potential returns during the century. To concretise this particular comparison, with only a 

$1,000 initial investment and a 10.2% annual return without additional inputs, the stock 

investor would have returned approximately $16.53 million during the described period. The 

bond investor would have returned only $0.34 million under the same circumstances. From 

1926 to 1957, the stock return has been the development of the S&P 90 -stock index, and 

from 1957 the corresponding has been S&P 500 -stock index. (Aho, 2021) 

Asset allocation is a crucial field of portfolio management. An originally built investment 

strategy will set requirements for asset allocation in the first place. Nevertheless, when the 

investor's expectations of risk and return change or changes occur in the economic 

environment, the original asset allocation may not be optimal. At the time, it is favourable 

to change asset allocation. Probable returns on each asset class shall be measured, and funds 

can be shifted into asset classes that are expected to outperform. Then, the portfolio is 

managed with Tactical Asset Allocation. The weights by which the funds are allocated to 

assets can vary according to calculations of expected returns. Certain asset classes can be 

abolished from a portfolio for a specific upcoming period if the investment strategy benefits. 

Dynamic Asset Allocation can frequently adjust the mix of assets to get the most optimal 

portfolio concerning market conditions to automate the asset allocation process. (Brentani, 

2004, 96-98)  

After the parameters of the policy of the investment process have been determined, the 

Strategic Asset Allocation (SAA) can be put together. A long time horizon (5-10 years or 

more) is required since the approach is based on a correlation between expectations 

regarding long-term risk and the return of the different asset classes. Modern Portfolio 

Theory contains optimisation techniques, which are often utilised in this stage. The SAA 

frames a policy for asset allocation, described as a target weight for different asset classes 

within the portfolio. Some predetermined variation between the weights is typically allowed. 

Periodical revising and possible modifications shall be done to the SAA yearly or suitable. 

The SAA constructs a passive portfolio management strategy by itself. (Lumholdt, 2018, 47-

49) 
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Tactical Asset Allocation (TAA) can be an active supplement to SAA. In TAA, deviations 

from the original target weight are made purposely within allowed ranges on certain suitable 

periods. The acceptable ranges within weights are utilised to reach better returns in the 

shorter term (say three months to a year). The deviations shall be exploited when there are; 

apparent pricing inefficiencies, fluctuations in economic fundamentals or changes in 

monetary policies. In case the mentioned occurrences constitute possibilities to reach short-

term returns that are not estimated for SAA. “The short-term view is expressed by going 

overweight against the central target of those assets that are expected to outperform and 

going underweight those assets expected to underperform, with a view to returning to 

benchmark levels once the out- or underperformance has materialised.” (Lumholdt, 2018, 

9). When a certain asset in the portfolio develops better than others, its weight gets larger in 

relation to others and vice versa. When that avoidable event occurs, the portfolio manager 

shall react to that to reach the predetermined asset allocation weights again. This is done by 

rebalancing the assets in the portfolio.  

If a long time horizon exists and a high-risk tolerance, a large share invested in riskier assets 

(stocks) and a smaller proportion in less risky assets (bonds) is convenient. Asset allocation 

keeps the portfolio strategy in line – since, with its requirements, the allocation will maintain 

the relationship of different assets as planned in the portfolio strategy. Thresholds shall be 

defined in order to make rational changes in asset allocation; if the strategy is to keep 90% 

of the portfolio in stocks -> with a 5% threshold, it is time to sell other assets and buy more 

stocks if the stock proportion of portfolio’s value goes below 85% or over 95%. This will 

also cause intelligent automation in portfolio management. When stock weight goes under 

85%, the basic rule is that the stocks are bought somewhat undervalued than overvalued 

when compared to bonds. Of course, avoiding unnecessary taxes and trading costs is rational 

in this situation. Unnecessary costs are easily avoided when rebalancing is pursued with new 

capital that can be added to the portfolio. Rebalancing is an effective way to lower the 

standard deviation of the portfolio in the long run, and it may also give better returns. 

Rebalancing will focus on matching the portfolio’s risk to the risk tolerance determined in 

the portfolio strategy. (Peterson, 2012, 389-390) 

When taking a deeper look into rebalancing strategies, firstly, the so-called Buy-and-hold 

strategy can be easily described by its name. When the asset allocation is done in the first 

place, the investor will do nothing if one has a 60/40 portfolio of stocks/bonds with $100 
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invested in it. Fundamentally, there is an outperformance by stocks versus bonds. With this 

strategy, the share of stocks will grow in the portfolio when in the future, so the proportion 

of bonds decreases. This strategy indicates that asset weights drift with the market. In 

principle, the portfolio could fall to $40 if the stocks went to zero (basically impossible 

scenario) but never below that value. Two principle rules characterise this strategy; firstly, 

the value of the portfolio is a linear function of the value of the stocks in the portfolio. 

Secondly, the Buy-and-Hold approach implies that the investors’ risk tolerance varies 

positively with wealth and stock market returns. (Perold & Sharpe, 1997) 

On top of that, Constant Mix is based on relying on the initial weights. The rebalancing 

continuously brings back the original portfolio weights after market shifts. Constant mix 

relies on; a fall in the value of stocks requiring additional stocks, and a rise in the value of 

stocks requires selling the stocks. These manners will keep the weights at initial levels. This 

strategy is contrarian – it will underperform the Buy-and-Hold strategy in strong up- or 

downtrends. In the bull market, the investor will sell into the upward trend, while the Buy-

and-Hold investor benefits from the increasing weight of stocks. In a bear market, the 

strategy works another way around. Whereas the Buy-and-Hold strategymethodar, Constant 

Mix is concave – underperforming in both up and downtrends. In the real world, markets are 

usually not moving in straight lines more than for short periods. In principle, the Constant 

mix could go very close to zero – in a continuous down market; the investor would keep 

turning more and more money away from bonds to stocks which could then (in a down 

market) have even lower values. (Perold & Sharpe, 1997). 

Finally, Constant Proportion Portfolio Insurance (CPPI) ensures that the portfolio’s value 

does not fall below a predetermined floor level, which shall be lower than the value of the 

portfolio’s total assets. The CPPI is a dynamic strategy that provides access to upward trends 

in stock markets while protecting the capital in downward trends. Rebalancing in this 

strategy is continuous, and it changes the weighting of risky assets versus the risk-free assets 

according to market conditions. CPPI is based on; a fall in the value of stocks requiring 

selling the stocks, and a rise in the value of stocks requires purchasing additional stocks. As 

can be described, CPPI is the opposite rebalancing strategy compared to the Constant Mix 

strategy. A combination of these two would effectively amount to the Buy-and-Hold plan. 

“While that strategy benefits from oscillating but flat markets and the Buy-and-Hold strategy 

is neutral to these circumstances, the CPPI would suffer. The manager would effectively be 
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“whipsawed”, increasing exposure to stocks in each upturn, which a downturn would then 

follow, and decreasing stock exposure in each downturn, which an upturn would then 

follow.” CPPI would consistently outperform the Constant Mix strategy and the Buy-and-

Hold strategy in linear upward or downward markets; the whole idea is to get progressively 

more aggressive in a bull market and vice versa in a bear market. (Perold & Sharpe, 1997) 

CCPI is primarily utilised in structured products and not often in standard portfolio 

management. It is relevant to understand that an empirical fact is present when observing 

returns of stocks (or other risky assets) versus bonds (or other risk-free assets) – stock returns 

will eventually outperform bonds for a long enough period. “A consequence of this 

differential return is that the SAA will tend to drift away from its target weights, as risk 

assets assume a growing weight versus risk-free assets, as noted previously. If a severe bear 

market follows a period of high positive returns (such as happened in 2001–2003 and 2007–

2009), the investor will have a high level of risk exposure at precisely the worst time.” 

(Lumholdt, 2018, 15) 

There may occur situations in which the rebalancing turns out to be unfavourable. Of course, 

in the market situation, when the predetermined asset allocation requires the investor to, for 

instance, decrease the proportion of stocks in the portfolio, but the stocks continue to 

increase their value – then the rebalancing will generate a loss in value. This is the case when 

observing a short-term picture. Fundamental markets depend on market dynamics in any 

given period. The following observations are common within this type of activity. Market 

Behaviour: average markets tend to prefer rebalancing, so trending markets tend not to. Time 

horizon: with a long time horizon, there exists a larger probability that the portfolio will drift, 

and therefore the portfolio will face a greater benefit from rebalancing. Transaction costs: 

generally, transaction costs have an unfavourable effect on rebalancing. If the assets have 

low liquidity and the rebalancing is done more often, transaction costs will have a larger 

disadvantage on the portfolio. Taxation: rebalancing may cause capital gains that can affect 

the tax rates in an unattractive manner.  

The last two areas depend on the situation. They may be beaten by applying for coupons or 

dividend payments. Transaction costs may be avoided by rebalancing with new capital 

inserted in the portfolio. (Lumholdt, 2018, 16) 
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Inflation is an area that needs to be taken into account with rebalancing. Dynamic asset 

allocation during different inflation scenarios may be a successful strategy. As (Nawrocki & 

Evensky, 2003) have demonstrated, there is a negative relationship between equity returns 

and inflation. Their research suggests that by taking relevant dynamic actions in market 

disruptions, the portfolio can benefit more even considering transaction costs when 

compared to an investor who does basically nothing while inflation increases. Even if there 

is evidence of the mentioned activity, their switching strategy did actually not outperform 

the non-switching strategy based on total return. The suggestion benefits more institutional 

investors operating with, for instance, significant pension funds and the rationale of 

switching strategies is to maintain the liquidity levels at desired levels. 
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3. Literature Review 

(Schleef & Eisinger, 2007) discusses “Hitting or missing the retirement target”, and their 

primary approach is to compare simulated portfolios' contribution and asset allocation 

schemes. Their model is based on Monte Carlo simulation, yet they also note that the 

problem itself could also be presented as a dynamic multiperiod portfolio problem. One of 

their leading research assumptions is that “life-cycle funds that reduce equity allocations 

over time fail to increase the likelihood of reaching a targeted portfolio value compared with 

fixed asset allocation models (e.g., 80% equity/20% bond)” – and the use of bonds and 

corresponding derivatives as a part of this research will also be questioned. Their pure goal 

is to reach a retirement savings portfolio of 1,000,000 dollars within 30 years. 

 

Table 3. Gathering retirement savings of 1 million dollars – total yearly inputs required per 

investment strategy 

 

 

As can be seen from the table above, their investigation’s first model contains multiple 

different asset allocation strategies within the model. They also have researched if it is 

convenient to follow the method of reducing risk levels which is usually the idea within life 

cycle funds – the asset allocation weights are different in year one and year 30. The 

“Constant payment” column shows how large yearly input payments shall be made to reach 

the target portfolio value of 1 million in 30 years. As can be seen, the slightest input is 

required when the “Generic 100/0” portfolio asset allocation is utilised. In other words, if 
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the money is put into large-cap equities – the portfolio of 1 million dollars will be reached 

with the smallest annual payment from all the options present in this research. In their study, 

the future value is predetermined. The ways to achieve that are the keys in their experiment 

– the point of view is different and focuses on the variation of yearly inputs compared to this 

research. As an idea for further investigation: Could the variation of annual inputs be avoided 

by more frequent investments? A good argument could be to simulate with returns of whole 

years – why should not the investor take all the necessary yearly figures from history and 

put them into a random order, since they seem complicated to analyse returns annually 

manner – although their input payments are still made in yearly basis. The annual historical 

figures already contain needed correlations between returns, inflation and other constraints 

that are present in real life. How should the simulation be done during more extended bull 

and bear markets? Schleef & Eisinger, (2007) compare several life cycle funds against 

several stock/bond portfolios. The availability of life cycle funds can be questioned 

nowadays at least in the financial markets of Finland. (Schleef & Eisinger, 2007) 

(Hanna & Grable, 1997) studied retirement investment projects with periodic investing 

patterns and observed financial asset market history to generate efficient portfolios. Their 

model is based on the input of a certain amount on an annual basis which increases according 

to the inflation levels. The asset classes were large company stocks, small company stocks, 

long-term corporate bonds, long-term government bonds, intermediate government bonds 

and Treasury Bills. Large datasets were gathered from historical data – asset classes 

contained data from 1926 to 1996, and mean accumulations were executed to find, for 

instance, the following results of different asset allocations. 
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Table 4. 40-years of allocating assets to different classes within portfolio management 

 

 

Their key finding is that if 100% of the retirement portfolio is allocated to stocks (which is 

the alternative with the most extensive returns from their perspective in general), the 

portfolio may also be totally invested in small stocks rather than in large stocks. Their 

research underlined that this is the best solution in all the cases (based on historical data) 

with a time horizon of 20 years or more. Their findings emphasised that diversification of 

the portfolio to (Ibbotson & Kaplan, 2000) asset categories do not make sense in long term 

investments. Ibbotson & Kaplan did experiments with a time horizon of a maximum of 15 

years. The diversification to other asset classes did not reduce the risk of the shortfall – again, 

in case the time horizon is long enough. Hanna & Grable, (1997) suggest that the returns 

might be beneficial to be researched in a monthly manner in comparison to the yearly 

strategy. Could the portfolio be managed with their strategy, but when the life cycle becomes 

years when the end is only 15 or 20 years away, could it make sense to turn it to contain less 

and less risk when reaching the end? That could utilise the benefits of both studies – Hanna 

and Ibbotson. (Hanna & Grable, 1997) 

(Consiglio et al., 2007) Underlined that scenario optimisation for portfolios of individuals is 

a vital field to research. The idea was to approach the portfolio optimisation from five main 

asset allocation points for individual investors: use of simple language, determining the 

investor’s risk aversion (5-stage classification), target determination – does the investor 

needs a house or does she want to send children to college, a success rate of the investment 

and risk measurement. The model itself was implemented by using the algebraic modelling 

language GAMS. Multiple time horizons, target returns, and risk tolerances were considered. 
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Figure 2 Comparison of expected downside between Scenario Optimization and Mean-

Variance Portfolios 

 

As the figure above describes, Consiglio et al., (2007) were able to create portfolios with a 

larger expected upside per unit of expected downside. The comparison to their model was 

made against Mean-Variance portfolios. Their motivation was to analyse how a normative 

model would benefit individuals, not only institutional agents. The model helped in asset 

allocation decisions and was an improvement compared to the traditional mean-variance 

approach in portfolio management. They suggested that multi-stage and multi-period 

supplements would give more understanding and possibilities to the investor in case new 

information arrives. Their asset allocation suggestion turned significantly into containing 

more stocks when compared to other assets as their time horizon grew into considering 

several years. Again, as a counterargument, why not “Blindly” maximise the returns and 

believe the fact that the profits will be high and close to average in the long run, until the last 

15-20 years period and then slowly start to decrease the amount of risk? (Consiglio et al., 

2007) 

(Skok, 2013) discuss the importance of personal savings and investing in a private pension. 

Their research is about a developing nation – Slovenia – in which financial difficulties are a 

significant problem for pensioners. Their pension system is unable to pay enough to 

pensioners since Slovenia does not have a funded private pension system at all, and they are 

using the so-called pay-as-you-go system, which is clearly weaker than a fund-based system. 
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Therefore, they have crucial motivation to seek the best solutions for personal finance asset 

allocation problems. In addition, their pension system contains a compulsory employer 

pension pillar for people working in health-risk jobs. This additional pension pillar includes 

approximately 60% of the workforce in Slovenia. There is an institutional entity that 

manages the funds paid within the health-risk employment pension pillar, and their 

investment allocation was the following in 2012: 

Table 5. Asset allocations of different portfolios that belong to the Slovenian pension 

system 

 

 

As the table above describes, the allocation weights are heavily concentrated on bonds and 

deposits – with approximately 59% and 22% correspondingly. This allocation can be seen 

as somewhat conservative, and the portfolio’s performance has been insufficient to gather 

considerable pension savings for the Slovenians. Their findings clearly show that within a 

20-year or more extended period, there are no reasons to include other assets than stocks in 

a portfolio. Also, “Average annual real yields at two standard deviations below the average 

value are 0.31%, –1.55%, and 0.10% for stocks, bonds, and bills, respectively. If a risk-

aware investor chooses to save amounts consistent with –2 sigma yields (which are higher 

than amounts consistent with average yield), the required amount for stock allocation is 

about 26% less than for T-bond allocation over a 40-year investment horizon.” Skok finds 

investing in assets substantially and absolutely more convenient when compared to bills and 

bonds. (Skok, 2013) 
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In addition, the pension system problem in Slovenia is not similar to that in Finland, but they 

both share the issue of the expensiveness of the system. In both countries, the life expectancy 

is growing – therefore, there will be more and more pensioners requiring pensions. The 

amount of working-aged people is decreasing in Finland as well. Slovenia suffers from the 

fact that the country and its pension system are so young (the country became independent 

from Yugoslavia in 1991) that it has not had time to gather immense wealth. (Skok, 2013) 

(Jorda et al., 2017) Explore “The Rate of Return on Everything, 1870-2015”, and their 

findings show that during the period after 1950, the highest worldwide returns have gained 

investments in equities - approximately 8% as an inflation-adjusted return. Their research 

considers worldwide returns weighted by each country’s GDP but by giving larger 

economies greater weight than their actual size. During the decades before 1950, real estate 

constructed the best investment alternative within the economies from which there was 

reliable data available. An interesting factor is that by excluding times of world wars, bills 

and bonds have significantly higher rates of return. By excluding war times from total returns 

of riskier asset returns (housing and equities), they have better returns as well, yet the effect 

is not as significant as with bills and bonds. The research is constructed by computing various 

annual average returns from different asset classes and geographical areas – the basic idea 

of computing is somewhat similar to this research. (Jorda et al., 2017) 

(O’brien, 2020) researched if Buy-and-Hold and Constant-Mix allocation strategies would 

be more suitable allocation strategies than they tend to be evaluated. Within the world of 

mean-reverting equity and uncertain interest rates (which are the basic assumptions in this 

research), the study presents that there is practically no need for complex optimal allocation 

strategies compared to simple allocation strategies such as buy-and-hold and constant-mix 

strategies. When the portfolio consists mainly of levered equity positions and the time 

horizon is long, the investor tends to gain more with a buy-and-hold strategy when compared 

to a constant-mix. Another main finding is that the economic cost is likely significantly 

smaller by investing with a more uncomplicated strategy when compared to complex optimal 

allocation strategies. O’Brien constructed a three-period binomial model to illustrate results 

with the allocation strategies focused. 
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Figure 3. Equity Mean-Reversion Dynamics 

 

O’Brien constructed a binomial model that contains probabilities and estimates of mean-

reversion equity returns (in the example above) within three consecutive periods. The 

outcome creates multiple scenarios of different total portfolio returns at the end. Various 

constraints are observed within other exhibitions of the research. (O’brien, 2020) 

 

Summary of the literature review 

As a conclusion for the literature review, it can be stated that there clearly are examinations 

with similar targets – retirement savings projects, optimising an investment portfolio, and so 

on, yet this sort of relatively simple way of constructing an investment portfolio is not very 

widely researched. It is not widely explored that an individual can basically open a simple 

investment portfolio containing primary indexes with reasonable return expectations and 

keep investing in it monthly. There is no need for a deep understanding of economic 

mathematical formulas. Everyone with basic excel skills can find an intelligent portfolio 

suggestion and keep investing in it – until she retires after decades of investing. On top of 

that, asset allocation at the personal finance level seems to be an area that has not been 

fashionable lately in research and literature. There are multiple articles and studies from the 
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early 2000s and late 90s when the topic has been more popular. Life cycle and retirement 

investing have clearly been more trending at that time. The examinations around this topic 

seem to be rather deep, and they concern similar research questions generally in more 

complex ways. 

Overall, all the opuses within the literature review tend to contain similar results as the focus, 

research assumptions and expected outcomes of this study. The highlighted values can be 

seen as a long period in investing in beneficial; in the end, stocks are not that risky to be 

included in a portfolio, a simple strategy may be more rational for individual investors 

compared to a complex one, costs can be minimised with a simple process and that even 

within the stocks – the small-cap stocks might be more valuable pieces for a portfolio rather 

than large-cap stocks. 
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4. Data and Methodology 

The most significant background for this research may be the Finnish situation where the 

population will get older. From the financial perspective, the pension system lies on an 

erratic base in the future. Therefore, from an individual point of view, it would be rational 

to consider building some plan to finance living costs after a working career if the Finnish 

pension system cannot maintain a reasonable pension level. The dependency ratio is a rather 

informative statistic to illustrate the expected demographic development in Finland. 

 

 

Figure 4. Demographic Development and Dependency Ratio in Finland - Population 

Forecast 2015. Edited from (Tilastokeskus, 2015) 

 

This graph visualises how the benefit-dependency ratio is predicted to develop in the 

upcoming decades. The lighter blue area in the middle describes the proportion of working-

age people in Finland. As can be seen, the average life expectancy is growing, so the upper 

darker blue share is constantly growing. Therefore, the yellow line, the benefit-dependency 

ratio, rises, and the pension system will progressively face problems. The most probable 

solution for this situation will be that the retirement age will get higher. Therefore, it would 

benefit even a younger individual to increase knowledge about this field. Today, it is 
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determined that a person born from 1962 to 1964 will reach the lowest limit of old-age 

pension at 65 years. According to their life expectancy, people born after that will achieve 

that limit (Finnish Centre for Pensions, 2022). 

Consequently, the limit will only get higher in the future. According to the Finnish Centre 

for Pensions estimate, a person 25 years old will reach the lower limit of her old-age pension 

at the age of 68 years and two months. If there is a desire to retire earlier, it will require 

savings. 

 

4.1. Data description 

This is quantitative research. The historical data is utilised to create a model from which an 

individual investor can construct an asset allocation for an investment portfolio with specific 

boundary conditions.  

The data set is constructed by computing yearly returns of certain widely used asset classes. 

The period consists of total returns from 1970 to 2020 – 51 years. Certain returns were 

unavailable in some years concerning the two first decades of the timeline. Those missing 

values were simulated by keeping the average and standard deviation unchanged concerning 

the whole asset class’s performance during the evaluated period. Returns of the utilised stock 

indexes are relatively easy to evaluate and invest in. 

Nevertheless, individual companies’ dividends are continually involved in the index returns. 

Therefore, an individual investor can only evaluate the index's total performance, and there 

is no need to calculate the consequences of dividends to the value of an investment. Real 

estate investment funds are also the only way to follow the development of real estate 

markets without calculating the individual returns on investments within the corresponding 

markets. Treasury bills and bonds are merely rates offered by the United States government 

in principle, and consequently, appraisal of those is reasonably straightforward in all 

situations. 

Inflation is present within the returns on this research – in other words, the returns are not 

inflation-adjusted. Therefore, it must be considered that the inflation percentage must be 

distracted from the rates of return in this process to reach actual rates of return. The reason 
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why inflation is not considered is that it would require more work and understanding while 

computing this type of analysis – while the target is to produce research that would be 

utilisable for as many individuals as possible. The assets evaluated come from worldwide 

economies, which of course, have differential inflation percentages and including inflation 

would complicate the structure of the study. The suggested inflation rate has been around 

2% for a long time and the central banks are taking actions that the long-term average 

inflation rate would be around that. It can encourage the population to buy commodities, yet 

it does not cause problems that higher inflation would do. For instance, (Coibion et al., 2010) 

have researched the optimal inflation rate with “New Keynesian Models” 2010. Even by 

analysing with sophisticated models, the outcome is that “Given that most central banks are 

targeting inflation rates between 1% and 3% a year, our results can be interpreted as 

supporting the current regimes and providing little evidence of raising these targets”. The 

inflation rate does fluctuate according to the development of worldwide economic 

circumstances. Still, while central banks' fundamental and universal target is that the long-

term inflation rate stays somewhere near 2%, it is a factor that an individual investor does 

not have to be always fully aware of. As (Hasan & Hunter, 2000) discusses, “Contrary to 

much of the literature of the past several decades, we find that equities are an inflation 

hedge.” yet their findings require that the investment process is done “over very long 

periods” and fortunately the purpose of this research is to invest with long time horizon. 

Again, an individual investor may put her money into stock markets and leave them there 

for decades without the need to worry about the inflation rate.  

The timeline from which the returns in this study are analysed is set to contain 50 years since 

reliable data is available from earlier mentioned asset classes and their returns (excluding a 

couple of years in the early decades). The timeline also allows the research to be creditable 

when observing the target of building a pension savings portfolio to finance an individual 

after decades of investing. The period contains several mentionable abnormal occurrences 

due to the relatively large scale of years. On the one hand, the oil crises in 1973-1974, the 

dot-com bubble in 2000-2002, and the banking crash in 2008 are sufficient examples during 

which the worldwide markets experienced a significant slump. On the other hand, there are 

multiple examples during which the worldwide markets have experienced a mentionable 

boom. During the expansionary 1980s and the tech boom in the 1990s, there were prosperous 

times in the global economy. All of the actions are present in the development of asset class 
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returns – it is impossible to predict when the next prominent trend is coming, for instance, 

Covid-19 and its influence on the markets. 

Yearly returns are expense-adjusted. Investing in such assets contains different fees collected 

from the returns by the investment operator bank or such entity. Fees are certainly an element 

that has changed during the investment history. Therefore, it is solely possible to evaluate 

their historical & current prices and utilise them to estimate which size fees could be included 

in the investment process during upcoming times. Fee estimates are driven from available 

data at Nordic investment platform Nordnet (2022), which offers similar index funds that 

are compared to this research. Fees vary from 0.2% in stocks indexes of the United States 

and Europe to 1.5% in the worldwide real estate investment index. The corresponding fee is 

deducted from the yearly returns. The actual purchase does not tend to cost anything within 

index funds. 

A risk-free rate is commonly present when evaluating the success of different portfolios. The 

term “risk-free” itself is relatively intractable since the existence of totally risk-free 

investment in this investing world could be argued not to be present at all. All in all, noticing 

the absence of a risk-free rate within portfolio performance evaluation is not widely 

cultivated, and therefore it is considered in this research. A risk-free rate is constructed by 

subtracting the current inflation from the return of Treasury bonds and then noticing the 

upcoming investment duration. A widely utilised risk-free rate is the return of the T-Bill. 

This research contains a T-Bill rate of 3.35% when observing the yearly average return of 

the entire data set from 1970 to 2020. The basics of a risk-free rate are to utilise a T-Bill that 

matches the investment period and deduct the current inflation rate from that. Although, in 

this research, the supposition 4% risk-free rate is utilised. As already discussed, a risk-free 

investment does not exist since all investments carry some risk. The whole concept of the 

risk-free rate in portfolio management is based on its effect on how high returns are accepted 

into a portfolio. Therefore, using an estimated risk-free rate of 4% in this research is justified. 

The basic rule is that the higher the risk-free rate is, the higher returns are accepted into the 

portfolio, which is the ultimate purpose of this examination. 

Practical asset classes are the following: Stock Index of the Unites States largest companies, 

Stock Index of European largest companies, Stock Index of Worldwide companies within 

the most important emerging markets, Northern American Index of Real Estate investment 
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funds, Treasury Bills of United States government, and Treasury Bond of United States 

government. 

Firstly, the stock index of United States' largest companies consists of the worldwide perhaps 

mostly noticed and traded stock index – S&P500. There are 500 largest companies in the 

United States included in the index. As usually within stock indexes, the companies change 

over time that belongs to S&P500. The actual yearly returns in this study do not quite follow 

the index's development since the research considers the expenses of the investment process.  

Secondly, the European stocks class contains no weighted average yearly stock returns of 15 

countries from Western Europe. Austria, Belgium, Denmark, Finland, France, Germany, 

Ireland, Italy, Netherlands, Norway, Portugal, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland, and United 

Kingdom are included. Data is available from all the corresponding countries concerning the 

years after 1988. Before that, the return of European stocks was computed with the countries 

from which the data is available. The yearly return of European stocks has been calculated 

by summing all the returns from each country and dividing the total percentage by the 

number of countries from which there was data available. In other words, there has not been 

taking into account the size differences and actual stock market index prices between 

countries. In the real world, the investor should invest equal size capital in all the countries’ 

indexes to reach results as in this case. 

This is followed by Emerging stocks that contain data on average yearly returns from 

Emerging markets, which is a subjective opinion. Some of these countries could also belong 

to the same category with stock indexes of Western Europe, or a new dataset could have 

been constructed of developed countries outside Europe. This dataset contains the largest 

share of simulated historical returns since there were insufficient reliable data of stock index 

returns from these markets before the 1980s. The two first decades contain mainly simulated 

yearly returns. Countries that belong to this category are the following: Argentina, Brazil, 

Chile, China, Colombia, Czech Republic, Egypt, Greece, Hungary, India, Indonesia, 

Malaysia, Mexico, Pakistan, Peru, Philippines, Poland, Russia, Saudi Arabia, South Africa, 

South Korea, Taiwan, Thailand, Turkey, Qatar and the United Arab Emirates. This 

category's overall performance is calculated similarly as in European Stocks. 
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REIT or Real Estate Index Series covers returns from all FTSE real estate funds from North 

America from 1972 to 2020 (two first years contain only simulated data). Choosing this data 

set was a straightforward and reliable method to include real estate investing in this research. 

The Treasury bill is widely known as a low-risk and secure investment. It is a short-term 

debt obligation that the Treasury Department operates, and its maturity varies from a couple 

of days to one year.  

A Treasury bond is a debt security issued by the United States Federal government. Treasury 

bonds have maturities longer than 20 years. T-bond earns periodic interest until its maturity, 

and at the maturity, the owner will be paid a paramount to the principal. 

 

4.2. Methodology 

As discussed earlier, the target of this study is to create a portfolio to invest in assets with 

the most favourable allocation to develop large enough or most extensive possible wealth in 

the long run. For an individual investor, there are multiple constraints by which the decision 

of the asset allocation can be made. A more risk-averse investor can choose to avoid the 

riskiest assets. In this research, the analysis technique contains a relatively risky strategy. 

Here, the risk levels are maintained at a high level since the risk level can also be approached 

so that the overall long-term returns could be widely lower if the risky assets are avoided. In 

other words, if the portfolio consists of only very safe assets, there is a significant risk of 

losing money in the long run compared to the riskier portfolio. 

On top of that, all asset classes are indexes, so there is only a tiny probability of achieving 

poor results overall in the long run. Even if a recession occurs and multiple companies go 

bankrupt – the index itself will drop those companies away and choose other ones. Then 

after the recession, there are usually boom markets, and the index will again experience 

significant growth, and this type of portfolio will be successful again. Only a total breakdown 

in a worldwide economic system could prevent this type of investment project not to 

returning a reasonable yield in the long run. The key to success on this project is to maintain 

a similar pace of investing (monthly, for instance) during all the upcoming events in 

economic markets. That is the basic rule to reach returns close to average, as the target in 

this research is. 
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The data model in this research covers an analysis of historical returns, creates simulation 

returns for the future, and then a tool optimises a convenient portfolio asset allocation. 

 

 

Figure 5. Optimisation tool schema 

 

The historical returns are computed, and returns for specific years have been simulated if 

data is unavailable for all the assets. When observing the historical returns, the main 

constraints gathered are average return, a standard deviation of the returns, minimum return, 

and maximum return. The mentioned constraints have been utilised to create simulated 

returns. The data model is constructed by creating 1,000 simulated returns per each year of 

the timeline per asset class that respects the historical data's occurred average and standard 

deviation and minimum and maximum returns of original data. The assumption of normal 

distribution in simulated returns is utilised. The mean, standard deviation, minimum, and 

maximum returns of each simulated 50-year set vary from the corresponding original values. 

The optimisation tool is constructed to evaluate optimal asset allocation with each portfolio 

allocation technique when simulated values have been computed. The tool chooses data from 

simulated datasets and builds an optimal portfolio allocation of the selected data to be 

evaluated. The tool also requires more factors that need to be determined: risk-free rate, the 

minimum necessary portfolio return, the maximum allowed standard deviation of the 

portfolio and ultimately, if the tool should maximise either portfolio return or Sharpe ratio 

(Equation 3).  
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Figure 6. Illustration of EUR stocks simulated returns 

 

As the figure above describes, a large dataset is simulated for EUR stocks with the 

assumption of normal distribution. The whole set of 1,000 returns per every 50 years (50,000 

returns in total) has been computed to show the overall distribution of the simulation. The 

data description gives an understanding of the data characteristics. Normally distributed 

simulated returns are also compared against the actual historical returns to visualise that 

normal distribution usually does not hold within asset returns.  
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Figure 7. Visualisation of the allocation tool characteristics and example results 

 

As Figure 7 illustrates, the first step of the allocation tool allows the investor to choose how 

many years are randomly selected as source data for each portfolio optimisation run. The 

second step refreshes the covariance matrix to cover the amount of randomly chosen set of 

yearly returns. The third step requires the investor to select the underlying variables that the 

tool needs to consider when optimising the portfolio. Fourth and final step lets the investor 

choose whether the tool should maximise total portfolio return or Sharpe ratio with the 

variables chosen in step three. All the results in this research have been computed by 

maximising the total portfolio return. The allocation run above has allocated the portfolio to 

include only risky assets, with EME stocks receiving the most significant proportion – 

41.92% of the total investment. In this example, the total portfolio return has been 12.4%, 

and the Sharpe ratio is correspondingly 0.56. 

The asset allocation model contains three different allocation techniques utilised to create 

different options to evaluate the possible most optimal asset allocation for an investment 

portfolio. The random values-based technique chooses random returns from each year’s 

1,000 simulated values. The mean values-based approach only evaluates the optimal asset 
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allocation for the portfolio concerning each asset’s mean values of all simulated returns per 

a specific year. The historical values-based technique evaluates the occurred returns from 

the last 50 years and builds a portfolio allocation based on those. Its primary purpose is to 

prove how different portfolios would have yielded during the past. 

Random based values are chosen in random choice, and it gives a prominent role to 

coincidence. Still, the yearly returns are expected to reach average and standard deviation 

close to the historical corresponding values in the long run. When mean values are used, 

there is no idea even to look at standard deviation since all of the years will return values 

very close to all-time mean numbers. History values-based technique constructs a tool that 

can, for instance, cut the dataset into two same-size data samples. The first one makes the 

sample from which the portfolio asset allocation is analysed and allocated between the 

assets. Then the other half can check how effective the chosen allocation has been during 

the portfolio's lifetime and how significant returns it has managed yield. 

The project is based on a relatively simple model that contains highly repeatable actions. 

The investor can only buy new assets to the portfolio monthly. The process itself can also be 

automated – a certain amount of money from the bank account can be moved to the bank's 

or other institution's investor account. The actual purchase process of a particular index can 

be done automatically. The main job of the investor is to make sure that the asset allocation 

is kept in balance as determined at the start of the project – it is not recommendable to change 

the allocation too often based on some years' fluctuation in the index value. The monthly 

input shall be allocated into the portfolio to maintain the asset allocation. If a particular asset 

or several assets have had worse development recently, they can be bought with higher 

allocation within every month's input. Then the portfolio is constantly managed by 

respecting the allocation weights. If significant allocation modifications are made, the 

modifications shall be based on the experience of rather a decade than a single year. For 

instance, modifications may be made if it is assumed that there is a significant change within 

one asset's returns in the long run. For instance, treasury bills and bonds of the United States 

government have returned significantly lower yields during the times after 2000. Treasury 

bills returned 5.5% on average from 1970 to 1999, yet only 0.3% since 2000. Treasury bonds 

had similar style development with corresponding returns of 7.5% and 4.6% (all values are 

fee-adjusted). This can be only a coincidence, but 20 years of significantly lower returns are 
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long enough that the rationale to invest in the mentioned asset classes can be indeed 

questioned. 

Asset allocation is based on strategic asset allocation (SAA). The weights are determined by 

data analysis. On top of the data analysis and pure strategic asset allocation, this research 

suggests that there should be done rational evaluating process by which it is possible or even 

convenient to avoid certain asset classes even if it is suggested to be invested in. The basic 

principle of diversifying the portfolio is handled very well since all of the “risky assets” are 

present only in stock or real estate indexes, and therefore there is no need to be concerned if 

the portfolio is diversified or not. The tool used in data analysis allows the investor to select 

levels of accepted standard deviation and required level of return. The corresponding utilised 

values have been kept relatively high – 15% for standard deviation and 12% for required 

return. With the investment process this long, it would be riskier to invest in riskless assets 

and generate a lower return expectation when compared to investing in assets that contain 

higher risk and higher return expectations. 

 

4.3. Evaluation methods within allocations  

The covariance matrix is present in all techniques that compute each asset class’s relation to 

each other during the evaluation period. Covariance is required the evaluate the riskiness of 

the portfolio compared to return. 

The solver feature of Excel is utilised to optimise the portfolio asset allocation considering 

different constraints, such as minimum return, maximum standard deviation, risk-free rate, 

and Sharpe ratio. Within the type of research on hand, the Sharpe ratio is not a key constraint 

in the model since it is maximised by maximising return per unit of risk. This study targets 

to find maximal portfolio returns in the long run. Therefore, making the risk smaller is only 

topical in the late decades of the project when the time of cashing out the assets is closer. 

The rationale behind the project relies on continuous investing actions and trusting that the 

stable indexes bring back the returns that the investor is satisfied with. Overall, the Sharpe 

ratio is a standard method to evaluate the portfolio’s return compared to its riskiness.  

The normally distributed returns never actually precisely equal the actual returns within asset 

classes included in this study. Nevertheless, the standard strategy to evaluate their 
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development and distributions tends to follow normal distribution roughly. Kurtosis and 

skewness can be universal measures within the customarily distributed dataset. In perfectly 

customarily distributed data, kurtosis should be three and skewness should be zero. Within 

our customarily distributed data sets, kurtosis varies from -0.11 to -0.48. It can be stated that 

the values differ significantly from the expected kurtosis of 3. When kurtosis is lower than 

3, the peak of normal distribution will not raise as high as within perfect normal distribution, 

and the tails on both sides are fatter. 

 

 

Figure 8. Example of how Kurtosis affects the normal distribution 

 

As the figure above shows, the value of kurtosis describes the shape of the distribution. If 

kurtosis is precisely 3 – there is a normal distribution. 

In addition, skewness seems to fluctuate between -0.26 and 0.34, so they are relatively close 

to the expected range. While skewness measures lay between -0.5 and 0.5 in all datasets, 

they all can be evaluated as moderately skewed distributions. The basic principle tends to be 

that when observing the normal distribution of asset returns, so-called fat-tails are present 

compared to perfect normal distribution. Skewness is a measure that illustrates the balance 

of normal distribution. (Jiang et al., 2020) 
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Figure 9. Three cases of skewness with the perspective of Mean and Median 

  

As figure 9 illustrates, skewness is another crucial measure to evaluate if a distribution is 

normal or not. Within normal distribution, skewness is precisely 0. If it is over or under, the 

curve is leaning to either right or left. The two described attributes might be the most 

significant measures to see if a distribution is normal or not. Economic research tends to 

evaluate, for instance, stock returns to behave as a normal distribution. However, in real life, 

it is not happening.  

For instance, within the EUR stocks distribution visualisation below, the relationship 

between the normally distributed simulated returns (upper figure) and the distribution of 

actual historical returns (lower figure) shows that the actual annual returns clearly do not 

follow the normal distribution. 

 

4.4. Controlling biases  

To construct satisfactory results in this research, it is crucial to handle, use, and derive data 

accurately and objectively. The data has been held manually by the author, and there is no 

space for errors; otherwise, the complete results of the study could be inaccurate. The data 

itself may contain errors that need to be treated ideally – specific years may not include data 

at all, or there may exist wrong data somewhere. There cannot exist complete confidence 

that all the matters have been treated correctly. 
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Look-ahead bias could be present since the portfolio construction process is done with 

historical data. Nevertheless, the data samples may be used other than their respective order 

for the modelling technique. Look-ahead bias is avoided by only using historical values 

either when simulating the returns or constructing two sample data sets to check the 

portfolio’s performance compared to upcoming years’ returns. The research is heavily 

concentrated on mean returns computed on an annual basis, and therefore, there are not a 

significant number of potential biases within data sets. For instance, in practice, inflation 

adjustment is present in all data concerning the historical development of asset class returns. 

The presence of transaction costs is undoubtedly an area where there is certain mistrust if 

the utilised fees will be similar in the future. However, it is the only option to use the current 

fees to estimate future transaction costs. Those have been larger in the past, yet as the world 

is experiencing wider and wider globalisation, the fees could maintain low levels or even get 

smaller. As (Baule, 2010) has discussed, transaction costs tend to drive small investors to 

concentrate their portfolio on only a few securities to avoid too high costs. Therefore, this 

research seeks to find a way to include lots of securities into the portfolio on a large scale by 

investing in funds.  
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5. Results 

The research results are presented with a suggestion of optimal asset allocation weights for 

an investment portfolio. The tool requires the investor to determine certain constraints that 

the tool utilises in the process. Investor needs to choose maximal standard deviation, risk-

free rate, and whether to maximise total returns or maximise the portfolio's Sharpe ratio. On 

top of that, the tool gathers data from three different pools of data – investors can choose 

how many years (1 to 51) are included in each tool run from any data pool. The first data 

pool contains 1,000 simulated values for every 51 years. The second data pool is constructed 

from average returns for every 51 years. The third data pool contains real-life occurred yearly 

returns for every 51 years. 

To reach comparable asset allocation results – the specific alternatives have been chosen; 

the risk-free rate has been adjusted to 4%, maximal standard deviation has been set to 15%, 

and total portfolio return is determined to be maximised. The reason to maximise portfolio 

return in exchange for the Sharpe ratio is based on the real target of the research – 

maximising profits in the long run. When the investment horizon is set to last decades, there 

is no reason to cultivate portfolio management so that only a particular risk is accepted per 

specific unit of return. That technique shall be activated maybe only in the late times of the 

investment process when the time of cashing out the portfolio assets is closer. Therefore, the 

Sharpe ratio belongs to this analysis process only to show that the investor shall accept a 

relatively low value in the long run. 
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Table 6. Asset allocation suggestions and portfolio performances with different simulation 

techniques 

 

 

As can be seen from the table above, the weights are heavily concentrated in different stocks 

and real estate funds. Treasury bills and bonds can only be found from the historical portfolio 

asset allocation. In other words, treasury bonds have been valuable assets to lower risk with 

the determined portfolio constraints. The most fundamental and universal results can be seen 

in the mean part of the table. It is based on the average returns of the relatively large set of 

simulated values – the longer the investment period is, the more probable it is that the actual 

returns will be close to mean returns. That is based on the assumption that the future returns 

are in line with historical returns in the long run.  

In the first illustration of the results, the suggested asset allocation weights within the 

portfolio recommend weights between 0% to 48.05% per a single asset class when observing 

all three portfolio scenarios. US, EUR, and EME stocks are the only ones that receive a 

suggestion of over 40% – all in different scenarios. The lowest allocation suggestion 

excluding zeros is for EUR stocks with a random simulated returns method. The reason for 

that can be seen from the table – its return is only 7.91%, which is significantly lower 

compared to its historical or mean return. On top of that, US stocks seem to have relatively 

low random returns. While both US and EUR stocks have received relatively low random 

returns, it turns out that Emerging stocks and REITs are suggested to be invested with more 

significant allocation. The only suggestion that includes bills or bonds lies in the historical 
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scenario with a portion of 5.77% invested in treasury bonds. A reason for that is probably 

due to the better performance of T-BO during the 20th century.  

When observing the suggested weights, stocks and real estate funds are the best options to 

allocate the portfolio. Even if the historical evaluation suggests treasury bonds with a 5.77% 

share, the returns of that asset class have worsened during the 21st century compared to 

earlier times due to government policies. Its mean returns are also clearly lower than parallel 

to stocks and REITs. Government bonds are also tools to adjust inflation levels for 

governments, so bonds can be modified at any time by the state – whereas stocks and real 

estates are free-floating assets with clearly more immense upsides. This research estimates 

that there is no point in investing in bills or bonds with a long term investment process.  

When taking a deeper look at the portfolio allocation based on random values from simulated 

returns, there has been “bad luck” within random returns of US stocks and EUR stocks – 

their rates are significantly lower than average and historical corresponding rates. Therefore, 

their suggested portfolio allocation weights are lower as well. REIT seem to have 

experienced a relatively low rate of return, but as with US stocks, the tool still suggests that 

the investor shall invest approximately one-quarter of the capital to both. On the other hand, 

EME stock has managed to get a higher return rate than its mean average and historical 

results. Therefore, it is relatively easy to analyse where the most significant proportion shall 

be invested. T-BI and T-BO do not manage to receive any ratio of the capital invested. 

Within the mean scenario, the asset allocation is based on the averages of simulated returns. 

EUR stocks are the asset class which is suggested to be invested most into. Its return is 

significantly higher when compared to the historical rate. That probably lies in the 

mathematical formula the simulated returns are computed. The normal distribution would 

yield rates of return close to the historical ones. However, while the formula limits the 

maximal and minimal outcomes to be as they have been in real life, the high occurred EUR-

stock returns allow the mean returns to grow higher, for instance, compared with US-stock 

returns in the average scenario. Excluding EUR stocks, the other assets in the average 

method follow the historical rates closely. EUR and EME stocks receive the highest asset 

allocation weights with nearly 40% proportions each. The rest of the capital is suggested to 

be invested in US stocks and REITs with 10% proportions each. 
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The historical scenario is based on real-life occurred rates of return from the years 1970-to 

2020. The most significant proportion of all scenarios observed here is suggested to be 

invested in US stocks when evaluating the portfolio construction based on historical returns 

(48.05%). US stocks have relatively high returns compared to other assets (only EME stocks 

return higher by 3.24 percentage points). On top of that, US stocks have the lowest standard 

deviation (16.72%) when T-BI and T-BO are excluded and when the portfolio construction 

is based on maximising returns per unit of risk – US stocks as an asset class are an 

advantageous entity to invest in. REIT and EME stocks collect the next largest suggested 

portfolio weights with corresponding proportions of 26.77% and 19.41%), while EUR stock 

is left with 0% weight in this scenario. It is assumed that EUR stocks have reasonably 

correlated returns with US stocks, with higher standard deviation and relatively equal 

returns. Therefore, the tool does exclude the whole asset class from the suggested asset 

allocation. When observing bills and bonds, their only entry within asset allocation occurs 

in the historical scenario – T-BO is recommended to be included in this portfolio with a 

proportion of 5.77%. Nevertheless, the rationale for doing that in real life can quickly be 

questioned. 

 

Table 7. Random scenario with 20 runs – suggested allocation and portfolio performance 

 

 

The random scenarios contain lots of alternative asset allocation weight suggestions. The 

table above illustrates that by computing 20 different random scenarios, it is possible to reach 

weights closer to the weights of the mean and historical scenarios. This result could help 

find the optimal asset allocation since the two other methods rely heavily on average yearly 
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returns which have occurred – this method brings an understanding to the table that the 

annual returns can be somewhat hazardous. All the same portfolio constraints are chosen for 

these randomly generated asset allocations as in the table above. Again, bills and bonds 

receive a minimal proportion of the weights. Within the average of 20 random scenarios, the 

weights of risky assets are close to each other (from 21.05% to 26.47% each) compared to 

mean and historical scenarios. Therefore, this method constructs a more conservative 

portfolio since it does not have such comprehensive and homogeneous base data. Overall, 

the portfolio return of this method is somewhat close to earlier discussed portfolio returns 

from 12.11% to 13.42%. Sharpe ratio is present with a similar-sized value of 0.59 compared 

to earlier values from 0.54 to 0.63. 

When observing the results of this research in the context of other studies from the related 

field, there is significant evidence that there is no use for bills and bonds to be included in a 

portfolio within a long investment process. It is safe to state that a 20-year investment period 

is a long-term period. All projects analysed in the literature review contain similar proof as 

to the outcome of this research. Even if, for instance, Slok (2013) precisely investigated the 

actions of institutional investment projects, it does not change the outcome asset allocation 

suggestion within this field. It is more convenient to invest in stocks and possibly real estate 

for institutional and individual investors. Jorda's (2017) experiment shows that real estate 

investing has not been as successful as equity investments after the 1950s. However, real 

estate has returned almost as good as stocks in general – could real estate equities bring some 

possible diversification to the portfolio? When observing the potential weaknesses of this 

research compared to studies evaluated in the literature review, there is no analysis executed 

of differences between small stocks and large stocks in this research. At least Schleef and 

Hanna suggest that the portfolio should be constructed of small stocks rather than large 

stocks when the target is to maximise long term portfolio returns. 
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6. Conclusions and Discussion 

With a long period of investment portfolio management, this research suggests that an 

investor should invest all the capital into stocks and possibly in real estate funds. According 

to the results, it seems that the investor should avoid bills and bonds in a portfolio. An 

investment into stocks can be made, for instance, by buying low-cost ETFs or stock index 

funds. Investors should not care about peaks or recessions. When it is expected that the 

economic development might be close to the bottom during recession times, it may be 

beneficial to invest some additional capital into the portfolio. Nevertheless, it probably will 

not make a significant difference after all.  

Allocation between the three stocks and real estate funds is more of a question of personal 

intentions. The percentages can be followed thoroughly, yet some rational evaluation may 

be cultivated. REITs require the most significant portion of costs – 1.5% is utilised as an 

example cost in this research. It has the third-largest standard deviation after emerging stocks 

and European stocks. When comparing stocks and REITs, the US stocks have the lowest 

standard deviation while emerging markets have the highest. US stocks belong to the widest 

recognised and traded stock index S&P500 and therefore investing in that asset class is a 

relatively solid and stable decision.  

The investor must decide whether she can endure larger or smaller fluctuations in the 

investment portfolio’s value. For instance, if most of the assets are allocated to emerging 

stocks, it is relatively probable that the value of that investment experiences even significant 

loss of value within certain times of the investment process. It has the lowest minimum return 

during the historical development of all asset classes -54.10%. If the whole portfolio 

consisted of emerging stocks, the portfolio’s value would have decreased by over half. On 

the one hand, emerging stocks are located in developing countries when observing their 

economies. Therefore, their returns are expected to grow faster than developed countries 

such as the United States and Europe. On the other hand, crises tend to affect emerging 

markets on a larger scale than developed countries, so the emerging markets are a more 

unstable region to invest in.  
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It may be suggested that the investor creates her version of the tool’s suggested allocation 

weights. For instance, when observing the allocation of mean scenario, US-stocks 10%, 

EUR-stocks 40%, EME-stocks 40% and REIT 10%. That would be an easy, basic allocation 

to follow in the long term. Corresponding allocations according random and historical 

scenarios could be following: US-stocks 25%, EUR-stocks 5%, EME-stocks 40% and REIT 

30% & US-stocks 50%, EUR-stocks 5%, EME-stocks 20% and REIT 25%. According to 

the bond-avoiding policy discussed earlier, the weight of tool-evaluated 5.77% has been 

transferred to EUR-stock (5%) within the last allocation. When following the average of 20 

randomly generated scenarios, the corresponding asset allocation weights could bg: US 

stocks 25%, EUR stocks 25%, EME stocks 25% and REIT 25%. 

To conclude this research, a person with circumstances in Finland in 2022 should consider 

the investment process described in this study. With a long time horizon, anyone can execute 

the experimented type of investment portfolio to reach proper pension savings. The actual 

capital input amounts are not that important – this project can be done with even small sums 

of capital. The development of portfolio investment is the same as a percentage development 

without considering the differential input sums. Patience is the key to success with this 

project, as shown in the theoretical part (Table 2). Approximately a quarter of the years will 

probably produce negative returns if all the capital is allocated to stocks. Certain annual 

returns can be very positive or negative, but the long time horizon will give the portfolio a 

successful outcome in the end. 

The main conclusion of this study is that an investment portfolio for a retirement savings 

project should be constructed from risky assets – stocks and REITs. While all the assets in a 

portfolio are already indexes, it does not matter which index the investor puts her money in. 

This research suggests a more uncomplicated investment strategy than Schleef (2007) and 

Consiglio (2007). This model only contains a relatively basic asset allocation tool and an 

exhortation to start a mentioned type of investment project. Compound interest will do all 

the work, and only monthly conveniently-sized inputs shall be invested. The suggested 

aggressive strategy can even be analysed to be a passive one since rebalancing is only 

recommended yearly. The strategy can be seen as a buy-and-hold strategy with a twist of 

making yearly rebalancing. The buy-and-hold strategy is at least partially suggested also by 

Hanna (1997), Schleef (2007), Jorda (2017) and O’Brien (2020). The mutual understanding 

from the evaluated studies could be analysed to be that within researches containing over 20 
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years, only risky assets were suggested to be invested in. All of the earlier studies based on 

straightforward investing strategies support the conclusion of this study. On the other hand, 

Schleef (2007) and Hanna (1997) were able to determine that a significant proportion of the 

portfolio shall be allocated to small stocks with a more significant expected return – those 

were not present in this study. Again, Consiglio (2007) had undoubtedly a more complex 

model, which cannot be precisely compared to this study. Also, Slok (2013) examined the 

area of Slovenian institutional pension funds, which are not directly comparable to an 

investment portfolio project of a Finnish individual. Although, Slok (2013) determined that 

the pension funds should contain risky assets with a more significant proportion as well.  

It is not rocket science, and there is no need for a deep understanding of economic 

mathematical formulas. Everyone with basic excel skills can find an intelligent portfolio 

suggestion and keep investing in it – until she retires after decades of investing. On top of 

that, asset allocation at the personal finance level seems to be an area that has not been 

fashionable lately in research and literature. However, the area is meaningful in the future as 

well. 

Creating a suitable portfolio model for this research was a relatively simple task. The first 

step was to gather appropriate and proportional historical data concerning different asset 

classes. The second step was to analyse key ratios and characteristics of the data. Thirdly, 

when the data was analysed, the simulation could be done by constructing more extensive 

master data and a thousand iterations per each 50 years. With a simulated dataset, the solver 

in Excel seems to be a relatively straightforward method to create a tool that analyses suitable 

asset allocation for an investment portfolio.  

As an answer to the research question 1, investors should allocate all the funds into risky 

assets, such as stocks and REITs. If the portfolio is constructed of indices, it does not matter 

which stock or REITs indexes are used. The evaluation of optimal asset allocation can be 

done by using historical returns. Alternatively, in other words, there is no better base data 

than historical performance available. An optimal allocation should be estimated in the first 

place. Then an investor may follow the performance and possibly make specific changes to 

allocation within a long-enough period. It does not make sense to change the allocation 

yearly.  
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As an answer to the research question 2, the tool can determine the optimal asset allocation 

based on either simulated or historical values. The investor only needs to set certain 

boundary conditions, such as the required rate of return, accepted amount of standard 

deviation and level of the risk-free rate. 

As an answer to the research question 3, when observing the area of following the portfolio’s 

performance basically can be done within any period the investor wants. The whole idea is 

to invest similar amounts of money per month and let the compound interest work with a 

well-diversified investment portfolio. It can be stated that the investor should estimate the 

portfolio performance at least on a yearly basis, since it is suggested that the rebalancing of 

a portfolio shall be done once a year.  The asset allocation may be modified if the investor 

really sees a rationale for that. Any changes in asset allocation should not be done without 

having long-term proof that something should be changed.  

Possible additional research in this field might be investigating how efficient it could be to 

invest all the capital or part of it into small stocks. It is an area that has not been covered in 

this experiment. Nevertheless, multiple studies within the literature review contain evidence 

that small stocks could give even higher returns when compared to large stocks and real 

estate funds. Overall, a simple strategy seems to be very beneficial in long term projects – 

the costs are meagre and compound interest is working on its own. In addition, it could be 

beneficial to compare the allocation tool results of this research to some more complex tool 

that uses the same dataset as a source. The allocation suggestions could possibly be different. 
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